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Abstract

A nanosecond time-resolved Brewster angle microscope was developed in order to observe pulsed-laser-induced spinodal de-mixing of binary
liquid mixtures of triethylamine (TEA)–water and 2-butoxyethanol (2BE)–water at interfaces. At an air–liquid interface the phase changing regions
spread across the liquid surface due to convection, which also resulted in the formation of larger domain areas than were observed at a quartz–liquid
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nterface, for which convectional spreading was not observed. In the case of 2BE–water, de-mixing at an air–liquid interface, the domains developed
branched structure in the late stages of coarsening. At the same time the Reynolds numbers of the growing phases were estimated to be >3, which
ay account for the morphological changes that were observed in this time.
 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Brewster angle microscopy (BAM) was first used to study
onolayers in the early 1990s [1–3]. Since then, it has proven to

e the tool of choice for the observation of ultra-thin nano-films.
onventional BAMs use a CW p-polarized laser beam, which is

mpinged at an interface at the Brewster angle, so that the amount
f reflected light is minimised and the amount of refracted light is
aximised. If the refractive index or morphology of the interface

hen changes, the Brewster angle condition is broken and the
ight is reflected more strongly in the region where the change
ccurred. This means that BAM is ideal for observing de-mixing
f binary liquids, because de-mixing yields new phase domains
ith refractive indices that are usually different to the original
ixed phase. This is because the new phases have chemical

ompositions that are different to the mixed phase.
In previous work, we reported the de-mixing dynamics of

inary liquid mixtures, which have lower critical consolute
emperatures, such as 2-butoxyethanol (2BE)–water and triethy-

lamine (TEA)–water. The de-mixing dynamics were monitored
using nanosecond time-resolved Raman spectroscopy and shad-
owgraphy [4,5]. In this work, we found that, when de-mixing is
induced by a nanosecond 1900 nm laser temperature jump (T-
jump) it occurs several orders of magnitude faster than when the
mixture is heated slowly in a water bath, or forced to de-mix fol-
lowing a pressure jump. This was rationalized by the depth of the
quench, into the 2-phase region of the phase diagram, that can be
achieved by laser-induced heating, compared to that achievable
using other methods. In the case of near infrared laser-induced
heating, the mixture is directly heated via absorption of pho-
ton energy by water combination bands, which means that the
temperature rise effectively occurs within the laser pulse. The
growth exponents determined for phase domain ripening after a
pulsed-laser-induced T-jump were ∼0.6. This value is different
to the values of 1/3 and 1 that were theoretically predicted [6–8]
and experimentally confirmed [9–12], respectively, for the dif-
fusive and viscous regimes of domain coarsening. The values
of the growth exponents determined in the case of laser-induced
de-mixing could be explained if there was a sufficient increase in
the Reynolds number (Re). If Re > 1 the inertial forces within the
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +81 22 795 6569.
E-mail address: jonathanhobley@hotmail.com (J. Hobley).

system are more important than viscous forces. This can poten-
tially happen for rapidly coarsening domains, but it is unlikely
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to occur with de-mixing viscous polymer blends [13], or more
slowly de-mixing binary liquids [9–12]. Furukawa suggested
that the viscous regime would cross over to an inertial growth
regime when Re > 1 and this would reduce the coarsening rate
[14]. This was proposed because the domain edges may become
susceptible to turbulent re-mixing, however, even in the case of
laser-induced de-mixing, the values of Re were still smaller than
1. In fact, it appears that entry into a turbulent regime is exper-
imentally rather difficult under most conditions achievable in
the bulk. This is because the deeper quenches, which have been
achieved thus far, still result in the formation of phase domains
that coarsen too slowly to push the value of Re above 1 [15]. We
therefore considered that de-mixing at an air–liquid interface
may be an interesting condition, because the increased surface
tension at the air interface may increase the coarsening rate. Fur-
ther, the effect of gravity was predicted to increase the domain
growth rate further [8]. Gravity will move less dense de-mixed
phases to the surface, meaning that domains affected by gravity
can be observed at the air liquid interface where they have a
restricted geometry.

In order to observe pulsed-laser-induced de-mixing at an
interface, we constructed a time-resolved Brewster angle micro-
scope (tr-BAM) with a 532 nm nanosecond pulsed-laser obser-
vation beam. We used this tr-BAM to obtain pump-probe images
of the surface at selected time delays with respect to the arrival of
a 1900 nm nanosecond heating pulse at the interface. With this
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makes it is difficult to obtain clear images. To overcome this
problem, we expanded the beam with a telescope and selected
the most homogeneous region of the laser beam. This expanded,
spatially filtered beam was then sent through a Glan-Thompson
polarizer in order to select only the p-polarized light. This beam
was directed to the vertical plane and onto a turning mirror,
which had a micrometer Vernier adjustment that enabled us to
control the incident angle of the light to the sample surface to
within 1.5 min of arc. The sample itself was on a platform, which
could be lowered and raised in order to facilitate beam position
adjustments. The platform also assisted in getting the sample
positioned correctly for light collection with the objective lens.
Focusing, magnification and imaging of the sample interface
plane, at the CCD camera, were achieved using a system of an
objective and a projective lens. The performance of the opti-
cal set-up was tested by obtaining a BAM images of a standard
quartz sample, at the quartz air interface. The standard had been
imprinted with a nano-depth pattern, produced by laser-induced
backside wet etching [16].

In order to make observations at a quartz–liquid interface, we
used a quartz dovetail prism, which had four optical quality win-
dows that could couple the probe light to the liquid surface whilst
still allowing the 1900 nm beam to hit the interface surface at
90◦. In order to assess the image quality when using this prism,
it was used during the observation of the standard etched quartz
plate, placed in contact with the dovetailed prism. The inter-
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ystem we could observe de-mixing at an air–liquid interface.
e report the results of this work, showing that, at the air–liquid

nterface, the condition of Re > 1 can be achieved and that the
ffects of turbulence become evident as changes in the domain
dge morphology.

. Experimental

The nanosecond pump-probe tr-BAM is shown schemati-
ally in Fig. 1. The probe light for Brewster angle imaging
as a 532 nm laser pulse (2nd harmonic, Quantel Brilliant
eodymium Yttrium-Aluminium-Garnet (Nd-YAG) laser, 5 ns
ulse length, 80 mJ/pulse). The major obstacle when using a
ulsed Nd-YAG laser, for imaging work, is that the spatial pro-
le of the beam is generally very inhomogeneous. This is due

o the high coherence of the laser light, the large diameter of the
AG rod and the in-homogenous pumping by the flash lamps.
his means that the beam usually has many hot-spots, which

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the pump-probe nanosecond tr-BAM.
ace between the standard and the prism was optically matched
o quartz, using a mixture of 90% glycerine–10% water. This
llowed light to pass the interface without reflection, reaching
he underside of the quartz plate where the nano-depth pattern
ad been made.

For time-resolved work the probe laser was synchronized
ith a 2nd 1064 nm laser pulse (Spectra Physics CGR200, Nd-
AG, pulse length of 8 ns, 1 J/pulse). This was achieved using a
tanford Instruments DG-535 delay-generator. This beam was
ocused into a high-pressure cylinder, with optical quality win-
ows, containing 35 atmospheres of H2 gas. In this medium, the
undamental beam was Raman shifted to 1900 nm, which is a
avelength that is absorbed strongly by water vibrational com-
ination bands. The 1900 nm beam diameter at the sample was
00 �m.

The samples that we investigated were binary liquid mix-
ures of 2BE–water, or TEA–water, having critical compositions
4,5]. These were kept below their respective critical tempera-
ures, using a thermostated heater/cooler and a water bath. The
900 nm pulse was used to heat the sample, above the criti-
al temperature, in order to induce spinodal de-mixing. The
rrival time of the probe pulse, with respect to the 1900 nm pulse,
ould be controlled using the delay generator. In this way, time-
esolved images of refractive index or morphological changes,
ccurring at the interface, could be obtained at a variety of time
elays.

. Results and discussion

A BAM image of the standard quartz sample is shown in
ig. 2a. The quality of this image confirms the effectiveness
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Fig. 2. (a) BAM image of the standard sample of etched quartz observed at an
air–liquid interface without the coupling prism (inset is an optical transmission
image of the same structure) and (b) with the coupling prism.

of the system for measuring fine changes at an interface. The
bright areas in the image are due to the break down of the Brew-
ster angle condition, which is caused by both morphological
and refractive index changes. An example of a BAM image of
the same standard sample, obtained using the coupling dove-
tail prism, is shown in Fig. 2b. The high quality of this image
confirms that the optical set up was again functional. An added
feature, when of using the prism, is that there was less foreshort-
ening in this image, since the angle of incidence of the probe
laser pulse was closer to the normal due to refraction of the probe
beam.

Time-resolved BAM images of phase separation at the
air–liquid interface, of a 2BE–water mixture, are shown in Fig. 3.
These images were obtained when using a high fluence 1900 nm
laser pulse (1.4 J cm−2, surface T-jump = 43 K).

Ten �s after the arrival of the 1900 nm laser pulse at the
interface, surface deformation occurred, which resulted in light
being reflected in the deformed areas. This occurred because the
angle of the incident probe light to the normal of the deformed
surface had changed, meaning that the Brewster angle condition
was no longer matched. After 500 �s, the surface deformation
had propagated away from the epicentre of the heating pulse in

the form of a surface wave, which moved at around 0.2 ms−1.
After 2 ms, this wave had propagated to the edge of the image and
in the region at the epicentre of the heating pulse a labyrinthine
pattern could be observed, which is characteristic of spinodal
de-mixing. This pattern grew and the phase domains increased
in size as the phase changing region spread on the liquid surface,
until it finally re-mixed after 80 ms. In general, we considered
that the initial large surface morphology change resulting in the
wave was an unnecessary complication in this experiment. For
this reason, in subsequent work on 2BE–water, a lower 1900 nm
laser fluence was used (1.17 J cm−2, surface T-jump = 36 K) in
order to reduce the size of the surface wave. Images of de-mixing,
initiated with a lower fluence 1900 nm pulse, are shown in Fig. 4.

In this case, the heated area began reflecting more light within
1 �s after the arrival of the 1900 nm pulse, whereas the change
in surface morphology, in terms of surface waves, was minimal.
By 10 �s, the intensity of the reflected light had increased and
by 1 ms the bright area had become significantly expanded. By
2 ms, the typical pattern of phase domains, expected for spin-
odal phase change, could be observed and this pattern expanded
until it broke up. The domains became re-mixed some time after
40 ms.

It is notable that during the phase changing region’s expan-
sion, up to 10 ms and beyond, there was a clear change in
the edge morphology of the 2-butoxyethanol (bright) domains,
which become more branched. This branching phenomenon
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ndicates that the domains experienced some turbulence, result-
ng in eddies, which further implies that the system had entered
n inertial regime in which the domains had values of Re > 1.
he rate of spreading between 2 ms and 5 ms was ∼5 cm/s,

n terms of the rate of increase of the phase changing area’s
adius. Roughly, in this time, the individual domains had a
rowth rate of ∼2.5 cm/s and the typical domain dimension was
7 × 10−3 cm. If we assume that the system has a kinematic vis-

osity of ∼5 × 10−3 cm2/s, taking into account the coarsening
ate, the domain sizes, and the expected viscosities, we can easily
et a rough estimate of the Re, as given by: Re = (ρL(t)/η) dL(t)/dt
where ρ is the density; η, the viscosity; L(t), the characteristic
ength; dL(t)/dt, the characteristic velocity) [15,17]. In this way,
e can estimate that Re ∼ 3 for this coarsening system. This is a

elatively large value compared with values that can be inferred
r extrapolated from previous experimental works [8–13]. In
act, the actual viscosity will be effectively lower than the value
sed here, since one half of the domain is in contact with the
iscous sub-liquid phases, whereas the other half is in contact
ith air. Hence, we can suggest that Re > 3 is a better estimate.

n the next paragraph we will discuss the origin of the large Re
n this condition.

We suggest that the origin of the large value of Re derives
rom the fact that there is domain spreading at the interface. The
omain spreading will result from volume expansion, which

hould occur since the total volume of the 2BE–water increases
y ∼2% upon de-mixing under these conditions (as determined
mpirically by measuring the volume change, which occurs upon
e-mixing, at the same temperature as the applied T-jumps).
urther, the phase changing regions will have a reduced density,
ince they are hotter. The resulting volume change will cause an
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Fig. 3. Tr-BAM images of surface changes at a 2BE–water (0.05 mole fraction 2BE)–air interface after excitation with a high fluence 1900 nm laser pulse (1.4 J cm−2,
surface T-jump = 43 K).

upward buoyant force to be exerted on the de-mixed liquid and
Rayleigh–Benard convection will occur [18]. Since the liquid
is in contact with air, forces of surface tension can dominate
and the critical Rayleigh number for convection will be lower

than for a solid–liquid interface. In any case, with the restricted
geometry at the interface, the less dense liquid has no where to
go except spreading over the liquid surface. Hence, the origin of
the kinetic energy of the coarsening domains is not just from the

Fig. 4. Tr-BAM images of surface changes at a 2BE–water (0.05 mole fraction 2BE)–air interface after excitation with a lower fluence 1900 nm laser pulse
(1.17 J cm−2, surface T-jump = 36 K).
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Fig. 5. Tr-BAM images of surface changes at a TEA–water (0.14 mole fraction TEA)–air interface after excitation with a 1900 nm laser pulse (1.02 J cm−2, surface
T-jump = 36 K).

reduction of their surface energy, as is usual with bulk de-mixing,
since there is an extra contribution to the domain velocity due
to buoyant forces.

Brewster angle images TEA–water de-mixing at an air–liquid
interface, after a T-jump of 36 K, are shown in Fig. 5. The Brew-
ster angle condition was initially broken by 1 �s, leading to
reflection of some of the light. This was accompanied by a minor
morphological deformation, in the form of a small wave. By
1 ms, the individual phase domains could be observed and the
phase changing area had obviously spread across the surface of
the liquid in a similar manner to the 2BE–water mixture. How-
ever, in the case of TEA–water, the later domain morphology
changes were slightly different in that, by 6 ms, the bi-continuous
phase broke up into droplets. Although it is hard to derive a pre-
cise value from this data, it is apparent that there was a large
increase in the domain size between 5 ms and 6 ms. This means
that the Reynolds numbers of the evolving phases should also be
large as was the case for the 2BE–water mixture at the same time
delay. A key difference between 2BE–water and TEA–water is
that, in the latter case the droplet-like domains remained more
localised and spread less than for the case of 2BE–water. This
may be due to the fact that 2BE has some surfactant proper-
ties [11], since it has a polar head and an aliphatic tail. This
means that the 2BE-phases which form on the surface can have
a reduced surface energy if the 2BE molecules orientate them-
selves appropriately. This means that flatter 2BE phase domains

can form. On the other hand TEA is a hindered tertiary amine,
which will behave more like oil on the surface of the mixed
phase, forming droplets. Hence, the flatter 2BE-phases can
spread across the liquid surface more than the TEA-phases. This
may also have a significant contribution to the branching of the
phase domains that was observed in the case of 2BE–water, both
because of the reduction in surface energy between domains,
due to 2BE’s surfactant nature and the increased spreading rate
resulting from the formation of flatter domains.

For comparison we observed phase separation for TEA–water
mixtures at a quartz–liquid interface after a 36 K T-jump, using
the dovetailed prism, as shown in Fig. 6. In this case the result
was very different. In very early times bubbles were seen to
form and grow at the interface until around 10–15 �s, at which
time they collapsed. On similar timescales, in the case of the
air–liquid interface, bubble formation was not so prominent. In
the case of a gas–liquid interface, escaping gas forced from the
liquid can escape directly to the air above the liquid, causing
some surface roughening. However, with the overlaid quartz any
escaping gas would be trapped, so bubble nucleation will occur.
Further, any nucleated bubbles that formed would also be trapped
by the quartz, so that there would be an accumulation of gas
bubbles, as we observe. Another possibility is that the bubbles
form as a result of photo-acoustic cavitation, due to the creation
of high and low pressure zones within the liquid. This occurs due
to the thermal shock caused by rapid heating and the resulting
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Fig. 6. Tr-BAM images of surface changes at a TEA–water (0.14 mole fraction TEA)–quartz interface after excitation with a 1900 nm laser pulse (1.02 J cm−2,
surface T-jump = 36 K) using the dovetail prism.

volume changes within the liquid. In the case of the air–liquid
interface, the volume change that is caused by the T-jump and
the subsequent de-mixing, results in the formation of a surface
wave. This wave then propagates away from the irradiated area,
carrying with it some of the energy that would otherwise be
available to cause cavitation and nucleation. Hence, the process
of cavitation could be quenched. No such waves are possible
when quartz is placed above the liquid, because of confinement
of the stress waves within the liquid. Another notable difference
between the results at the quartz–liquid and air–liquid interfaces,
was that spreading and expansion of the phase separating region
did not occur at the quartz–liquid interface. This result is not
surprising, since it is expected that the onset of convection will
be at a higher Rayleigh number in the case of the solid–liquid
interface [18]. The consequence of the reduction of convection
is that the domain size, after 5–10 ms, is much smaller than
the domain sizes which evolved at the air–liquid interface on
the same timescales. This supports the conclusion that the fast
domain growth is assisted by convective flow and the resulting
domain expansion.

4. Conclusion

We constructed a nanosecond time-resolved Brewster
angle microscope, with which we could observe events
d

quartz–liquid interface. In the case of the air–liquid inter-
face, Rayleigh–Benard convection resulted in an increased
rate of domain growth, compared with that occurring at the
quartz–liquid interface. With the resulting higher Reynolds
numbers, for the ripening domains, we could observe mor-
phological changes in the domain structure at the air–liquid
interface. In the case of TEA–water, the spinodal pattern
quickly broke up into large droplets, whereas, for 2BE–water,
the edges of the domains developed a branched structure in later
times.
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